
The Age To Come Is Here: 
 

Whatever Jesus had said to his followers about his death and resurrection, they were simply not 
prepared for either reality.  
 

Many of them scattered at the arrest.  Some were hiding behind closed doors on Easter Sunday. 
 
Only Mary Magdalene, and then Peter and the beloved disciple, were initially clueless. For Magdalene, 

the discovery that the stone had been rolled back could mean only one thing: grave robbers; 
someone had carried off the body of her Master. 

 
When Mary told Peter, he ran run to the tomb to verify her report. And after viewing it noticed the 
cloth behind his head nicely rolled up and set aside. 

 
This was not the work of grave robbers.  They would not have undressed him before carrying him 
off. 

 
Most of us are aware that the famous Shroud of Turin has long been venerated as precisely the 
wrappings mentioned in John's account. While the jury is still out about the shroud, there a few 

fascinating questions about it.  
 
One examiner said, “The only way I can account for these phenomena is that, to leave the blood 

stains intact and to produce this kind of image, the body must have somehow passed through the 
cloth.” 
 

Wouldn’t it be neat to know exactly what transpired in that tomb?  However, the New Testament 
accounts are insistent: resurrection is not resuscitation.  It is a bodily existence all right, but a bodily 
existence that has been transformed.  

 
Once they experienced Jesus as their risen Lord, there was one obvious conclusion. If Jesus had 

been raised from the dead, then the Age to Come, the kingdom of God, must have arrived!  
 
The resurrection is proof that Jesus is truly son of God; it is also the sign that cosmic history has 

taken a new and fresh turn. We can sense this in the reading from Colossians.  
 
Paul dared to tell the Christians of Colossae that they have already died and been raised up with 

Christ, reminding them that their baptism has begun a new kind of existence for them in this Age to 
Come.  
 

The resurrection of Jesus enables us to let God reign in our ordinary lives in ways that demonstrate 
we are part of a new creation, not complete, obviously, but that kingdom is evident wherever 
communities allow the spirit of the risen Lord to have its way. 

 
Jesus is still with us today in fighting this Coronavirus infestation if we only follow the guides given us 
by our governments.  Stay home, stay safe but if you must go out wear a mask and stay well away 

from others.   
 

Jesus wants our prayers; he will help us!  Think about it.  Deacon Mal 


